ABSTRACT

The title of this thesis is “An Error Analysis of USU Chinese Department’s students in Using Complement 来 (lái) and 去 (qù)”. Complement 来 (lái) and 去 (qù) are difficult grammar but often used. Student in using Complement 来 (lái) dan 去 (qù) often make error. Writer finds out this phenomenon and makes it as the background of the study. This thesis focuses on error analysis of Chinese Department’s student whether they use complement 来 (lái) dan 去 (qù) correctly or not. The aim of this thesis is to describe the error student did. Error analysis is the basic theory in this thesis, through questionnaires that have been spread to students of second year in Chinese Department. The result of this thesis is the writer finds that there are three error in using complement 来 (lái) and 去 (qù). Writer not only finds out the error, but also the factor of the error and writer finds there are four factor of the error.
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